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Abstract—The behavioural economics has been profoundly affected by the news and stock prices which are closely related and usually influence stock market investment greatly. Text Opinion Mining is a method which holds the historic data for predicting the future directions and offers a broad way to monitor public sentiments. The historic data helps investors to discover hidden patterns to predict the capability in their investment decisions. Here the investigation consists of various techniques and strategies used to predict the ups and downs of stock market using news articles and to correlate them to the stock market fluctuations. We have surveyed and analysed in this paper techniques and key tasks of opinion mining. An overall picture of developing a software system for opinion mining on the basis of survey and analysis is proposed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The stock market prediction using news or personal opinions has attracted much attention of academia and business. Text mining technology has increasingly becoming important for easy and quick availability of news information which can be accessed due to sheer volume of opinion rich web resources. In recent years, our social and political system has a great impact of public sentiments and emotions. Similarly, the postings of social media have helped reshaping businesses.

Text opinion mining is designed to help investors to predict the hidden patterns from the data available in digital form. The main challenge is the prediction of stock market values to extract meaningful characteristics from news articles and decide which stock to buy, hold and sell. The news articles generally contain both positive and negative aspects of stock market values, which make it difficult for financial analysts to predict the underlying truth. Such analysts have to deal with vast information available in newspapers, magazines and other resources in order to investigate the stock trend movement to make a prediction model. [1]

Opinion Mining and sentiment analysis are the techniques used to detect and extract subjective information from text documents. The sentiment classification is the main challenge in opinion mining which depends on mood, judgement or evaluation of any object like film, book etc in the form of a text document, sentence or features which can be labelled as positive or negative. [2]

The paper is organized into following sections: data collection used for generating historic data, sentiment analysis techniques, prediction algorithms used to predict the stock movement and the evaluation measures. Last section concludes the overall survey and discusses some future aspects of research.

II. DATA COLLECTION

There are varied purposes to exploit rich and unique data across disciplines. The major criterion for the improvement of the quality services are the user opinions which can be rendered and can be used for the enhancement of deliverables. A good understanding of products, services and business are provided by blogs, review sites and micro blogs.

A. Blogs

Blogosphere is the name associated to all blog sites. People write on blogs about the topics they want to share with publicly. Because of its ease and simplicity of creating blog posts, blog is of free form and unedited nature. Every topic of interest on blogosphere has large number of posts on blogs. Blogs are used as sources of opinion in many of the studies related to text opinion mining.

B. Review Sites

The decision makers are the opinions for any user in making a purchase. The reviews are generated by the users for products; services and business are largely available on internet. For sentiment classification the reviewers data can be collected from the websites which hosts millions consumers product opinions like Flipkart, Amazon (product reviews), Economictimes, Moneycontrol (stock market reviews).

C. Micro-blogging

The communication tool very popular among Internet users is micro-blogging. Micro-blogging websites such as Twitter, Tumblr, and Facebook contain millions of messages appearing daily. Twitter messages sometimes express stock market related opinions which are used as data source for prediction of stock market movement. [8]
III. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

Sentiment classification or binary classification or polarity classification is mainly classified into machine learning approach, lexicon based and hybrid approach. Sentient classification techniques are used for analysing subjective information in a large number of texts, and many studies like stock market prediction.

D. Machine Learning Approach

Machine learning is a system capable of integrating and acquiring the knowledge automatically. The systems that can exhibit efficiency, self-improvement and effectiveness are the systems that learn from experience, analytical observation, training and other means. To test the knowledge acquired interpreted and analysed a corresponding knowledge organization are usually used by a machine learning system. The type of input available is one of the taxonomy based machine learning algorithms which also depends on outcome of the algorithm.

1) Supervised learning methods make use of large number of text documents as input. It generates labels with the help of function which maps inputs to desired outputs as they labelled by human experts and are called as training examples. Supervised learning method can be applied to any text classification problems, e.g., Naïve Bayes classification, Neural Networks, Support Vector Machines, Maximum Entropy and Bayesian Network.

2) Unsupervised learning models are used to find out the labels for the text documents such that the document is classified into predefined categories. When it becomes difficult to find these labels unsupervised learning is used. During system training it uses a set of inputs, like clustering, labels which are not known. To express opinions classification is performed using some fixed syntactic patterns. One such method to compose syntactic patterns is part-of-speech (POS) tagging.

3) Semi-supervised or weak supervision provides supervision at the level of features instead of instances. To combine both labelled and unlabelled examples it generates an appropriate function or classifier. [4]

E. Lexicon Based Approach

The opinion lexicons are used in lexicon based approach for analysing the text. The lexicon based technique is basically classified into two methods dictionary based approach and corpus based approach. The dictionary based approach mainly deals with finding opinion seed word and then performs searching in dictionary for synonyms and antonyms. The corpus based approach includes seed list of opinion words followed by finding other opinion words in turn helping in finding opinion words which are context specific in a larger corpus. Statistical and semantic methods can be used for corpus based approach. [4]

IV. STOCK PREDICTION ALGORITHMS

The analysis of stock market involves investors to predict future of market so that the investments done are successful. Automatic trader agents can be used a component or effective prediction of market can help investors for trade advices. Indirectly sometimes these prediction systems provide supportive information such as direction for future market. The stock market prediction systems can be categorized in different dimensions as follows:

F. NLP based prediction

The prediction of stock price is very complicated task. This prediction based on news articles which uses sentiment analysis one of the techniques in Text Mining. The steps to be followed in NLP based prediction are as follows:

1) Collection of reviews based on stock market from news articles
2) R.S.S. feed is the main source of news articles. The news articles mainly consist of business and market related news. The top news of stock market is retrieved by using R.S.S feed.
3) Sentiment Analysis is applied to the news articles
4) Natural Language Processing referred to as sentiment analysis is used to extract from computational linguistics and text documents to extract and identify subjective information. The sentiment analysis tasks determine the polarity of the text at document level, sentence level and feature level as positive, negative and neutral. For calculating the polarity of text POS tagger and SentiWordNet is required. [5]

G. Statistical parameter based prediction

The statistical parameter based prediction method evaluates the stocks by generating and exploring statistics market activity such as volume and past stock prices. To suggest future activity required patterns, charts and other tools are required for identification.

To perform statistical based prediction like past open values or past close values, collection of data of past few years is done on daily basis in terms of open and close which in turn compares prices as up and down by considering sentences in news articles. There are different ways and sources to get the past or historic data like web sources includes business related channels like CNBC, Times Now etc. stock related companies like NSE, BSE etc. and companies which work as mediators like Money Control, Indiabulls etc. Another way is collecting data manually from company’s database engine.

In this methodology, firstly fetching of numeric points which are up and down as per news sentences is fetched. Then the occurrence of how many times values went up and down in a specified range in historic data is checked. After checking it next time, it was either positive or negative polarity was assigned. To maintain the count of number of positive and negative a counter is maintained and result is predicted by considering the greater counter value. The combination of NLP based prediction and statistical based prediction is used to generate the final result. [5]
V. EVALUATION MEASURES

The accuracy of sentiment analysis in opinion mining is evaluated by using statistical measures such as precision, recall and F1-score. The performance measures such as precision and recall are used to generate quality results by comparing them.

Recall is the ratio of positive sentiment predicted to total positive sentiments while precision is the ratio of true positive instances predicted to total instances predicted. When recall and precision are combined together it represents F1-score.

H. Analysing Sentiment

The sentiment analysis of news articles was done by domain specific dictionary instead of general dictionary which resulted in greater accuracy prediction. In this case a stock market specific dictionary was developed for the sentiments of the words appearing in the news articles.

Initially several pre-processing was done in order to choose some sentimental words. After choosing, a sentiment scoring formula was applied to finalize the selected words for the dictionary. Depending on the sentiment score i.e. if the score is near 1.0 the word is considered as more positive otherwise if the score is near 0.0 it is considered as negative. If the range is near 0.3 to 0.7 then the word is considered to have equal distribution of both positive and negative words. Finally the news sentiment score was also calculated by applying sentiment scoring formula resulting in sentiment score for the day which was converted into prediction variables to predict stock price fluctuations. [4]

I. Predicting Increasing / Decreasing Stock Prices

The determination of rise and fall of stock market prices correlation with news sentiment and does it results generated differ according to media prediction was the aim of the experiments to be performed. For this experiment, three different groups were generated namely media H, M news and H + M from the historic data.

The prediction of rise and fall of stock prices can be done by using news opinions and the sentiment analysis learned through opinion mining which was used to predict actual stock market movements effectively. The summary for characteristics of news articles was generated depending on media. Firstly the news articles were classified then among them opinions were extracted with an appropriate value and the prediction of stock as up / down was done. [4]

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper investigated on the survey of different methods that gave impact on prediction of stock market using financial news. It also discussed and presented the general procedural flow of the methods.

Many sentiment analysis techniques were discussed in order to perform text opinion mining to generate sentiment score required for the prediction of stock market movement. As a result dictionary was developed which was stock domain specific of sentimental words from the news articles which predicts stock price fluctuations. [6]

In stock prediction algorithms section NLP based prediction and statistical based predictions were discussed which when combined results in assigning polarity in three categories positive, negative, neutral and behaviour of past years historic data. The accurate and reliable prediction results were generated which gave better solution to the consumers regarding investment of their valuable money. [7]
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